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Sensor kits for integrators

Building blocks
RBR makes instruments for end users that combine high measurement quality, ease of use, and robustness. For 
OEM integrators, most of our products are available as a combination of PCBAs and sensors.

We know the pain of development, and have worked hard to ensure that the technical implementation barrier 
is as low as possible. This means common physical form factors, intuitive command sets, simple interfaces, and a 
team of engineers that is ready to talk directly with yours. 

Every instrument requires a main CPU board and a power supply card. The CPU board includes the electronics 
for two sensor channels: temperature and pressure. All other sensors have a dedicated front-end (FE) board that 
connects electrically to the CPU board. The CPU/power supply board combination also handle all supply power 
connections and communications options (USB, RS232, 3V UART, RS485, WiFi, etc.).

Available sensors
A wide variety of sensors are available, all fully integrated in the RBRoem package. “Full integration” means power 
management, automatic gain control, settling time accommodation, and calibration support (linear, quadratic, 
cubic polynomials, Steinhart-Hart for thermistor channels). There are FE boards for analogue voltage, current 
(diode), electrode (5Tohm input impedance) and many others. Custom FE boards are possible through partnerships.

Measured and derived channels
In addition to measured channels, such as pressure or conductivity, the RBRoem instrument is also capable of 
deriving additional values (“derived channels”) in-situ, providing trivial output of parameters such as salinity, 
sound speed, depth, density anomaly, etc. Derivation equations can include cross-channel corrections, including 
time-lagged values, so that dynamic correction of sensor behaviour is possible.
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Interface options
For the lowest possible power consumption, 3V UART communications is suggested 
and is ideal for communications with a host micro processor. However, full USB 
(CDC profile), RS-232, and full duplex RS-485 are also built in. A WiFi module is also 
available which provides ~50m range.

Data formats
The RBR “EasyParse” data format is designed for integrators. A simple binary packed 
table, each sample is timestamped, and all channels (measured and derived) are laid 
out in a contiguous block. All values use IEEE 754 floating point representation, except 
the timestamp which uses the conventional long integer format in milliseconds. 
Downloads are performed in a block message, and the host has complete control 
throughout permitting dynamic packet-sizing to be used over noisy links. Every 
download block includes a CRC should the host wish to verify data integrity.

Full RTOS and multitasking kernel
As the RBRoem instruments are true multitasking systems, downloads, host 
communications, even spot sampling can all be performed simultaneously with the 
instrument running a scheduled deployment. The use of spot pressure measurements 
for buoyancy engine control while making a rapid sequence of measurements is 
normal behaviour.

Engineer-to-engineer dialogue
We know the most frustrating event for an engineer responsible for integrating a 
complex sensor package is having to navigate past non-technical support staff to get 
an answer that a qualified engineer could give in seconds. We make the engineers 
who designed the product directly responsible for OEM support, and without 
intermediaries.

Great documentation
Documentation should be clear, comprehensive, and have lots of examples. Ours is.
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